DEPOSITS: Mine owner says Buckingham doesn’t have enough gold to be profitable

MARSDEN: Former GOP chair will compete for the newly created District 50 Delegate seat

TREATING THE LONG-TERM IMPACT OF FRAUD

For many fraud victims, the financial toll is only part of the story; many also suffer from severe physical or emotional impact, according to research by the FINRA Investor Education Foundation.

To address this reality, the AARP Fraud Watch Network and Volunteers of America (VOA) developed a free program to provide emotional support for people affected by fraud.

Experience a score card of devastating, but it doesn’t have to define you. You can visit www.aarp.org/defendtosurvive to learn more about the free program and register today.

Report scams to local law enforcement. For help from AARP, call 1-877-900-SCAM or visit www.aarp.org/fraudwatchnetwork.